A comparative study of the measurement of urinary kallikrein by various methods in patients with essential hypertension and patients with proteinuria.
In order to investigate the validity of urinary kallikrein (KAL) measurement, comparative studies were performed among the values obtained by various methods of urinary KAL measurements. Daily urine samples were collected from 37 hospitalized normal subjects (NS, 21 essential hypertensives without complications (EHT) and 20 patients with renal diseases associated with proteinuria (PU). Urinary KAL excretions were determined by direct radioimmunoassay (RIA), kininogenase assay (K-genase), TAMe esterase assay (TAMe), and PPA-MCA (MCA) and PPA-NE amidase assay (NE). By the desalting procedure, urinary KAL levels showed significant changes in TAMe, MCA and NE, but not in d-RIA and K-genase in all three groups. In TAMe, MCA and NE, the recovery of added KAL in urine was significantly lower in non-desalted samples in both EHT and PU, but not in NS. Impaired recovery and correlations between d-RIA or K-genase and TAMe, MCA or NE in non-desalted samples were improved by desalting. Although good correlations were observed between d-RIA or K-genase and TAMe, MCA or NE in desalted samples, the slopes of curves were steeper in EHT and PU than in NS, suggesting that the synthetic substrate methods still have some problems in the KAL measurement in these pathological states, KAL inhibitor, aprotinin and gabezate mesilate did not suppress the esterclytic and amidolytic activities completely, but suppressed K-genase activity completely in PU urine samples, suggesting that certain kinds of non-KAL esterases might remain in PU urine samples. Thus, d-RIA and K-genase appear to be the most reliable methods in the measurement of urinary KAL quantity and activity, respectively.